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ABSTRACT
Ne\v approach to deforn1ations and stability of open-pit slopes con1posed by clayey rocks is
considered, based on consideration the lateral earth pressure as a rnain n1oving force and the s\vclling
process followed by shearing defonnations as a tnain factor of reducing the rock strength along weak
contacts at the early stages of clayey slope failure. Slope landslides in consolidated clays occur along
the vveak shearing surface at the botton1 of the slope. Critical height of the slope n1ay be cstin1ated by
h; · =2c/( ~y tan a- y 'tan <p ), \Vhere ~ is the coefficient of lateral pressure; ~ = v /( 1- v ): v is the
Poisson 1s ratio; y is the unit \Veight; c is the cohesion: cp is the angle of inten1al friction of clay; y'
is submerged unit \veight; y 1= y- yo ; yo is the unit \Veight of \Vater; a is the angle of the slope. In
the case \vhere the critical parmncters of the slope are exceeded, the process of horizontal sliding
surface developn1cnt \viii extend deep into rock the n1ass to the distance L fron1 the slope toe, \vhich
is equal to L=h( ~y tan a - y tan <p )1(2 y !tan cp tan a ) . As a result of S\velling of the clay at the
weak horizontal contact, an actual value of coefficient of friction tan <p c becOines less than initial
value (tan <p c <tan (p ). The failure of the open-pit slope in West Kazakhstan region vvith paraJneters
h= 1OOtn~ a =23° , tan <p c=O. 05, L> 2000n1 sho,ved that clay behaviour in the mon1ent of rupture n1ay
be the saJne as that of brittle stiff rock
1

INTRODUCTION
There are several large landslides on the open-pit slopes c01nposcd fi·otn clayey rocks in the
eighties/nineties in the USSR. In order to understand reasons of occurrence of such catastrophic
phenon1ena, that are beyond the cuncnt theory of slope stability, E. Galustian [I, 2, 3], assun1cd an
effect of so called "gravitational \vedgel! that pushes the resistance prisn1 into the n1incd-out space of
the pit. Really~ visible picture, at the first sight, resen1bles such a process: severe subsidence of the
surface of the area near the slope \vith sin1ultaneous advance the slope n1ass into the tnined-out space
as if a sinking \Vedge were tnoving into the intact tnass and cutting off the slope body fron1 the rest
of rock n1ass. But n1orc detailed analysis of kinen1atics of considered landslides shows that
nwedgingn is not a reason rather consequence and final stage of con1plex processes vvhich follovved
taking off the \Vcight load during excavation. The zone of gravitational \vedgc is, in fact, the zone of
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cmnpression only at the first stage of the failure, but, becon1es the zone of tension just after that
rnoment, and the \vedge itself does not sink into the dipper don1ains of the rock n1ass but gets to
failure and n1oves, as debris, horizontally to\vards the pit, pushing the resistance prisn1 into the
worked out space even if it ,,vere a retaining \vall. Observed subsidence of the surface of the active
pressure prisn1 is due to decrease in cohesion and thus liinitation or ability to tnove as a rigid body.
Supposed by the author [4, 5, 6] 1nechanical schen1c of developn1ent of deformations of the open-pit
slopes as a horizontal stress-relief in the rock 1nass around pit is applied belo\v at the analysis of
slope failure in the open pit No. 3 PGMK in Shcvtshenko, West Kazakhstan.
Process or defonnation of the rocks \vithin the slope zone involves through several stages in
particular strength tnobilization and at the san1e titne decrease of resistance along son1e \Veak
eletnents of the structure, \,vhich contributes to the process of taking off the \veight load. Firstly, in
the area of the pit, vertical deforn1ations occur and, itntnediatcly aftenvards, horizontal
displacen1ents take place as a result of a lateral thrust. The horizontal dcfonnations in the area close
to the slope n1ay lead to decrease shear resistance on an undersurface of clayey rock n1ass, and the
rock block separated frotn belo\v, vvill n1ove towards the open-pit space, just as a specin1en of clay,
after removal of the load, rebounds through decmnprcssion. The rock tnass \vithin the slope (so
called pristn of resistance) is bending as a thick plate of variable rigidity, constrained at ends and
frotn belo\v, loaded by the lateral thrust initiated by excavation. When a lin1it equilibriurn is attained,
the soft~ned rock in the slope n1ay fail. The rock n1ass failure tnay be a sn1ooth process if the
strength of rocks along the sliding surface is detennined by friction (or viscosity): this tnay be a
dynan1ic process if cohesion is a tnain strength paratneter; this 1nay be a stremn-like tnoving, iC
because of high water pressure, there is no cohesion or friction in the loose son rock constituting the
slope.
1

11

THEOR\' OF THE SLOPE

DISPLACE~1ENTS

Stresses

Horizontal displace1nents of the open pit slopes take place during excavation long before the
slope failure, the lateral thrust forces being released. Rock n1ass being under the effect 0 r the 0\Vn
\Veight, is a n1edium \Vith the Poisson S ratio v >0, smnething average bet\veen an absolutely rigid
body \vith the Poisson's ratio v =0, and a fluid vvith the Poisson S ratio v =0. 5, and therefore, lateral
stresses a x(y)= ~a z are accon1panying the gravitational stress a 1 = y z ( y is the unit \Veight of the
rock, z is the depth of the point under consideration, ~ is the factor of the lateral thrust). The values
of the lateral thrust depend on boundary strain conditions: -in an infinitc rock n1ass, far fron1 the
open pit, \vhere lateral strains vanish ( E ,= £ y=O), the lateral stresses are a,= a Y = ~ 0 y z \vith
~ o= v /(1- v ); -in a setni-infinitc rock n1ass uncovered along the y-axis, it is the strains E Y that
become zero(£ x#O, £ y =0), and the lateral stresses are cr x= ~ xy z , a Y = y y z, where ~" and ~ Y are
constants, depending on v, 0 > y> ~ ,; -in a 11 quarter-infinite 11 rock n1ass, uncovered along both xand y-axes, both £ x and £ y horizontal strains do not go to zero, and the lateral stresses are equal to
zero in the wall \vhereas the stresses \Vithin the rock n1ass depend on the distance fr01n the \Vall and
v. Here v is the Poissonls ratio; x.(y)= a x.ty/ a 1_;
is so called coefficient of lateral pressure, axes
x and y lie in a horizontal plane, z is a vertical coordinate axis.
1
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Fig. 1. Graph cr =f( 'L) and Mohr s circles of stress-strain changes in clays con1posed the slope
during: a)horizontal rebound~ b)raise of the effective stress \Vith lovvering the \Vater pressure;
c) dropping the effective stress \Vi th raising \Vater head~ d)rupture at cr err >0; e) failure at cr cn=O
(liquefaction); t)ilo\v of viscous liquid.

Rock n1ass considered infinite in initial C1natural") conditions, as sho,vn in Fig. I a, Mohr1s
circle l, becon1es semi-infinite after driving of a trench along the y-axis. On the outline of the slope,
retnoving the lateral thrust out of the tnined-out space is equivalent to applying a tensile load \Vith
intensity a=~ o y z, vvhich results in horizontal defonnations and subsequent reduction of lateral
thrust \vi thin the des tressed strip (O<x<L-.: ) near the open-pit. Mohr1s circle (Fig. I a) changes from
position I ( (J I. ' (J xi) to the position 2 ( (J /. ' (J -.:2) in the area near the trench, \Vith a I> (J x2 . It:
additionally, a transverse trench is driven along the x-axis, the analogous process of rock 1nass
defonnations gives rise to stress-relieving along the strip near the open-pit, parallel to the y-axis
(O<y<LJ. Thus, in the vicinity of the origin of the coordinates, the rock tnass stress conditions
approxin1ate the conditions of onc-din1ensional con1pression, that is ax= a y=O and a/.= y z (Fig. 1a,
circle 3).
Process of rock 111 ass des tress in g is 1in1 i ting by the con1press ion strength of c Iayey rocks [ a _}:
X

[a ]=2cb

05
• /( 1-b

~)

(1)
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\vherc c is the cohesion, b=( 1+sin <p )/( 1-sin <p ), <p is the angle of friction. The failure of clayey
rock takes place at cr ',.=[a], cr z'= y 'z, (a', is the effective stress, y '=( )' z-p )/z, p is the \Vater
pressure at the depth z).
Removal of the \veight load f:rotn the slope area and subsequent horizontal stress-relief in the
clayey rock tnass around the pit are accotnpanied by reduction of the water pressure. In conditions of
arid dry climate, the clayey rock is prevented frmn swelling because of absence of precipitation, so
that effective stresses vvithin the slope area retnain initial ones. As <J \ 1 <a 'xo , the Mohr's circle
center displaces to the left (Fig. 1b), \vhich may lead to the failure of the clay. If in smne area of
clayey rock n1ass the con1pression strength litnit [a] is achieved and clay fails, the lateral thrust \Viii
increase drastically as it is sho\vn in Fig. 1d. The intensity of deforn1ations of rock n1ass, that is their
n1agnitudes and the velocity of displacetnents, depends on the difference bet\veen the horizontal
stresses before and after failure. In the regions with hutnid clin1ate, clayey rock swells after relieving
and restores its initial pore pressure conditions. In the case, that the failure of rock n1ass, con1posed
by ''sensitive" soft clays, is connected with the gro\vth of pore pressure (Fig. 1c), the rock, after
cohesion is lost, behaves like viscous liquid (Fig. 1e). On liquefaction, the velocity of the flo\v of the
rock tnass as a Ne\vtonian liquid is v=n1 0 I~ ( 1-1 0 ), \Vhere 111 0 is the thickness of the sliding block
of the rock tnass, ~ is the viscosity of the fluidized rock (Fig. 1f).
Defonnations
Let us consider a patten1 of slope deforn1ations, \Vhcre a vertical \Vall of height ho is driven in
clayey rock frmn the eatih surface to a horizontal thin and soft parting of thickness 111 0 , \vhose
strength paratneters <p c and Cc arc less than those of a clay bed ( <p and c). Then one n1ay assutnc that
a probable type of deforn1ation of clayey rock n1ass near the \vall \viii be sliding on a horizontal
contact plane bet\veen the consolidated clay and the \veak clayey pat1ing tovvard the trench \Vith
expansion of tnoving rock n1ass even if it were a spring subjected by the tensile load. The distance Lx
to that the defornuttions \vill advance into the rock n1ass n1ay be detern1ined by equating n1oving
forces, that is, the lateral thrust forces distributed along a vertical cross-section, to resisting forces
(strength), that is, friction and cohesion along the \veak contact plane (Fig 2), using the follo\ving
equations:
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Fig. 2. Def01mations of the vertical bench with height of h0 due to horizontal rebound~ Lois the

length of intluence zone; dLmax is the deflection of the crest of the \Vall.
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(2)

(3)

Horizontal displacetnent dL:-.; (x) of the points \:vithin the O<x<Lx zone ncar the trench n1ay be
obtained by:
dLx (x)= Sx Y (Lx -x) 2 /( 4ELx)

(4)

\Vhere E is the n1odules of elasticity of the clay. Maximwn n1oven1ent dLxmnx at the crest of the
wall at x=O is equal to:
(5)

In the vicinity of the pit \vall, \Vhcre the shear stress on the \Veak contact exceeds the strength
of the soft parting, its cohesion vanishes to zero and the defonnation zone extends over the intact
rock n1ass to the distance Lx ':
(6)

and the tnaxin1wn value of disp1acetnent at a crest point, dLxmax ', \viii be
( 7)

Formation of ~~eal< contact planes
Equations (2)-(7), obtained above, tnay be used to assess conditions of forn1ation of a weak
contact plane in ho1nogencous clayey rock n1ass uncovered by the trench. If the condition of
sufficient strength of clay is fulfilled, that is, [ cr ]> o z' (Eq. 1), and the lin1it equilibriun1 at the
bottmn points is reached according to the Coulon1b equation
( 8)

the zone the horizontal displacements may advance deeper into the rock mass to the distance
Lx according to the follo\ving sitnple expression:
Lx = SxYho /(2 Y'tan <p )

(9)

of \vhich dit1ers frotn Eq. (6) only in that cp c is changed to <p. If the slope angle a is not
equal to 90° , one n1ust take into consideration the weight of the prism of resistance on the slope:
Lx =( Sxy -tan cp /tan a )ho /(2 y 'tan cp)

( 10)
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Increase of porosity of clayey rock n1ass, accotnpanying the process of horizontal expansion,
contributes to the inflow of the porous water to the area of contact parting of softening clay from
neighboring layers, \vhich leads to the growth of the hun1idity and to the further decrease of the
strength of clay vvithin the contact area. Thus, due to swelling of clay, the boundary of the influence
of the open-pit extends into the rock n1ass, being homogeneous in native state, to the distance that
corresponds to the case discussed above for the vveak clay parting at the botton1 of the pit, and hence
tnay be evaluated using Eq. (6).

Brittle failure of clayey mass
After cotnpletion of fom1ation of \veakened zones at working floor levels of the open pit, the
stab iIi ty of the rock n1ass cotnposed of stiff "overconso 1i dated clays depends n1ai nIy on the strength
of the "constraints" of the defonning slope body, that is, on the strength of the intact rocks situated
along the boundary of the zone of stress relieving and at the flank sides of the slope. This strength is
assun1ed to be sufficient to prevent further horizontal displacetnents vvhereas the high clayey \Vall
tnay fail in the san1e manner as a specin1en under compression loading. At the n1ornent of rupture,
the rock tnass, losing cohesion, transfonns frotn the coherent body with the lateral thrust near zero
into the loose n1ediutn being affected by the vet1ical weight load and tnakes the slope body n1ove in
horizontal direction due to increase of the value of the coefficient of lateral thrust ~ that, in case of
1

t

cohesion less rock, is equal to Terzaghi's coefficient of earth pressure
~ r =tan

2
( TC

/4- <p /2)

~

r :

( II )

Horizontal component of the stress tensor ax=~ r y z within the failed part of the prism of
active pressure is not in equilibriun1 w·ith the resisting strength of the rock tnass, and, hence it fot111s
an active n1oving force to be applied to the prisn1 of resistance. Stress relaxation occurs in the failed
rocks essentially in the same \vay as in intact rocks \Vith the exception of substantially increased
n1agnitude of stress-strain n1odules because the compressibility of clayey debris is higher than that of
clay itself.

ANALYSIS OF THE SLOPE FAILURE IN THE OPEN-PIT No.3 IN KAZAKHSTAN
Objectives of study
An uraniun1 ore deposit has been tnined by the open-pit No. 3 using transportless n1ining
system for the uppern1ost pit bench \Vith a height of 10 to 17 n1etres and for the basic lo\vern1ost
bench \.vith a height of 30 tnetres. Intennediate benches, each 12.5 n1etres in height, are excavated
using tnotor transport. A 1 tnetre ore bed is overlapped by a very thick (up to 80tn) formation of
Paleogene clays, of Neogene clays (up to 50tn) and Quat1ernary sands (20n1), and underlaid by
Paleogene clays (200 to 300tn) and Cretaceous sandstones. Paleogene clays are dense ( y =19kN!tn 3 ;
w=0.33; n=0.47)~ their cohesion is c=150-260 kPa, angle of t)·iction is 14°. There are hvo aquifers in
the rock n1ass under consideration: the upper in lenses of the Quarternary sands and the lower in
Cretaceous sandstones \Vith initial head of groundwater up to I OOtn above the ground. The ore field
is situated in the West Kazakhstan in the region of arid clin1ate with annual nann of precipitation of
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about 1OOn1n1 and evaporation beyond lin per year. The No. 3 open-pit develops a \Vorking front 23ktn in length in Notih-West direction, annual advance reaching 200111. A frontal working slope has
the height ll Otn and an average angle 10° , an utnvorking sides of the open pit have an angle of
inclination about 16°.
In Decen1ber 1987, after shortening the length of the \vorkings slope, its northern part, \vhere
the excavations had been stopped 6 n1onths ago, slided into the n1ined-out space of the open pit. The
section of the slope \Vith a length of 950tn, a height of 11 On1 and an average angle of 22° collapsed
during some n1inutes, \Vith the lower benches sliding over the distance of ISOn1 and \Vith the upper
benches subsiding up to 60n1 [2]. Investigation of the reasons of the landslide begins \Vith the
surveying of the relief of the post-sliding surface, and after filling in the gap, is being continued
through boring \-veils. Analyzing the obtained data (Table 1, Fig. 3), one can see that four lo\ver
benches n1oved as a unit block, translatorily, with an initial shape of the ground kept intact whereas
the upper benches as well as the area adjacent to the slope \vhich had been displaced in1n1ediately
after the lo\ver benches \vere distroyed, subsided and expanded.
Table 1. Defonnations \Vithin the cross section V 11-V 11 (Fig. 3a) (1naxin1un1 displacetnents)
Sect
.No.

I
2
..,

.)

4
5
In
all

Paran1eters of the sections, 111
before sliding
heigh \Vidth
t
55
160
100
120
90
105
105
50
105
40
460
-

Disp . Strains
'111

after sliding
height width
55
65

85
100
102

-

160
180
125
65
50
580

Ex

150
120
60
25
10

0.35
0.27
0.05
0.03

-

-

0

Ez

0
0.5
0.39
0.3
0.2
0.17

£,.

0
0.02
0.0 l
0.2
0.16

-

Since there are no tnarker layers in hon1ogenous clays of which the slope is con1posed, the
survey data are referenced to the positions of intervals with extretne values of n1oisture content. In
view of the fact that core data as \Veil as visual observations show no distinct relationship bel\veen
the variations in n1oisture content and lithology, it n1ay be assutned that the position of anotnalous
tnoisture content zones is to be related to the position of working floors of the open pit before failure.
According to the data obtained \Vhile drilling the boreholes on different sites of the landslide area
(Fig. 4), extretne values (i. e. neighboring n1axitna and n1inin1a) of \Vater content within the area
adjacent to landslide as vvell as within the subsidence sections No. 5 and No. 4 (Table 1) n1ay be
traced to the following depths:
n1axin1a: +8 111, + 14 111, + 25 tn, + 3 8 111( floor +40 111 ), +58 111( floor +55 tn ), +63 111 (floor +65
m)~

1ninitna: +4 111, + 18 111, +60 n1, +70 m.
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Fig. 3. Mining tnaps of the not1hern part of the vvestern slope: a) 15. 12. 87 (before sliding);
b) 07. 0 I. 88 (after sliding); 1-bench elevation; 2- boring hole.
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Fig. 4. Cross-section AA through the center of the slided slope. Value of 30o/o of\vater content
slope contour afler sliding; f--- graph coincides borehole axis; --- slope contour before sliding;
vector of displacen1ent.
Within the prisn1 of resistance (section No. 1), the positions of anon1alous hutnidity zones are
sotnewhat lo\ver. \Vithin the section No. 2 there is only one n1inin1un1 of \Vater content (+ l8n1).
Thus, \Ve can ascertain that only the section No. 2 adjacent to the pristn of resistance failed
con1pletely \vhereas the sections Nos. 3, 4, and 5 \Vere deforn1ed n1ore sn1oothly. Just as the
displacetnent values are varying across the strike of the slope, so they are varying \Vith position of
the open pit section in question in reference to the north end and the south end of the sliding slope,
as indicated in Table 2.

Table 2. Defon11ations in the other cross-sections of the open pit
No.
(I)

Is

h

(2)

(3)

1'-l'
I-I
A-A

0

90

120
320
620
780

110

0-0
0' -0'

ao
(4)

\Vr

Wp

\V1

dLr

(5)

(6)
300
320
270
210
380

(7)

450
540
450
410

(8)
20
50
90
120

580

20

110

20
25

150
220
180
200

120

18

200

105

17
19

( 1) a number of an open pit cross-section, (2) a distance fl·on1 the south end of the pit \Vall, 111.

Parmneters of a slope before sliding: (3) a height, tn~ (4 )a dip angle, (0 ); (5) a \Vidth of resistance
prism, tn~ (6)a \vidth of pressure prisn1, tn; (7)a \vidth of a sliding area, 111; (8)a displacen1ent of
resistance prisn1, n1.

Additional geological investigations
To gain greater insight into the n1echanisn1 of a landslide a series of holes have been drilled
since 1988 in the No. 3 open pit, involving detennination of moisture content and strength
paran1eters of clays, tneasuretnent of the earth surface displacen1ent and rock 1noven1ent along \Veak
contacts, 1neasurements of pore \Vater pressure. The n1ost in1portant fact established frotn results of
analysis of n1oisture content profiles is that the rock n1ass 1noven1ent under the action of the lateral
earth pressure plays a crucial role in forn1ing the weak contact planes. As it is sho\vn in Fig. 5, the
zones of the anon1alous, as con1pared to the background values, \Vater content are encountered just
strictly at the levels of all the open pit benns and n1ay be follo\ved deep into the rock n1ass. As a
rule, the anmnaly is recorded on a small vertical interval of depth as a 1naxin1un1 and its associated
minin1a of \Vater content. The plane of sliding of overlying rocks on underlying rocks is a plane of
separation beyond \Vhich the horizontal stresses are abruptly increasing by SY hr /2 (hr is the height
of the open pit bench), and, at the satne titne, is a zone of n1axitnun1 tensile strains, and hence area
with a negative pore pressure that causes swelling of the clayey parting \Vithin it and de\vatering of
the adjacent rock mass. As it can be seen fron1 the n1oisture graphs, there are discrepancies in
monotonically decreasing values of the \Vater content \Vith increasing depth at the levels of bern1s,
which is assun1ed to be attributed to sudden jumps of lateral strains. The jutnp in defmn1ations,
d £ = SY hi IE (hi the depth of an i-th benn), is related to origin of the sliding surface and exists further
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due to rebound of the rock n1ass nloving into the pit. A potential (pressure) of water suction, Pc ,
which is equivalent to the strain, is given by
( 12)

\vhcre he is the height of the capillary rise, P is the coefficient of the load transtnission to the
pore \Vater pressure, yo is the unit weight ofvvater.

Fig. 5. Cross-section through the central part of the working slope of the open-pit No. 3 of
PGMK. w(x) is the water content; /\ is the water level.
In the strata underlying the sliding surface, and in the lo,ver part of overlying strata the \Vater
t1o'v is arisen towards the area of the sliding surface which is a zone \vith a negative vvater potential.
It looks like a pun1ping pore \Vater into defonning small interval, that is to be recorded as a n1initna
of \Vater content in ~~consolidated'' clays near its n1axin1un1 which is characteristic of a shear stress
zone. Process of pun1ping of he water into the S\velling zone occurs at about constant boundary
condition So=hci . Since the \Vater intake fron1 the constant source (Quarternary sands) is
superitnposed on the process of \Vater content redistribution, the tnoisture profiles lose the sharpness
of their peaks, and the average moisture is increasing in direction frmn the outer boundary of the
zone of rock loosening to the open-pit as tnay be seen fron1 the \Vater content profiles. The increase
of the average rock humidity is confinned by analysis of the core specitnens, obtained fron1
boreholes situated at the distance 700tn and 350tn fron1 the slope (No. 45 and No. 44, respectively),
at the first pit floor (No. 41) and at the fifth pit t1oor (No. 62). Graphs w(x, t) have been plotted by
using the method of type curves according to the fonnula:
7

d'vv=d\V 0 erfc(x- /4at)

(13)

where x is the distance fron1 the well No. 45, dw0 is the tnaxi1nun1 reduction of the average
rock hutnidity related to that obtained from the well No. 45; a=k/ ~ ; k is the coefficient of
permeability; 11 is the coefficient of storage for clays. According to calculations, there are a= 1m2/d
(No. 44) and a=O. 44tn 2/d (No. 43), and dwo =0. 055 (No. 44) and d\V0 =0. 09 (No. 43) provided that
dvv=O at the well No. 45, \vhere there is no effect of leakage frotn Quarternary sands. Assun1ing,
further, the storage JJ-=5x10- 4tn- 1 (No. 44) and Jl=lxlo-~ m- 1(No. 43), \Ve obtain constant value of
k=Sxl0-4 111/d and suction potentials So =110m (No. 44) and So =90tn (No. 43), respectively. As
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S=pc =dw0 IJ.l is the drawdown of the pore \Vater pressure due to the horizontal relieving of the rock
mass, \Ve may calculate the value of active porosity n0 frotn the equation [5]:
(14)
here he =pc /yo , he is being estitnated in tnetres of \Vater colun1n and y 0 being as usual the unit
\Veight of water. The obtained value of 110 =0.25 is half as tnuch the average value of total porosity of
clays. By the assutning the coefficient of friction of clayey rocks does not depend on the depth and
that the \Vell No. 45 is situated at the boundary of the upper sliding surface , one 1nay evaluate the
n1agnitudes Li of other sliding surfaces (Table 3).
Table 3. Calculated values ofLj.
No.

Depth of
sliding
surface, n1

a bench floor
500
1100
1300
1700
2000

25
37
47
60
85

1

2
_.,,.,
4
5

Distance to the boundary of the swelling zone, 111,
fron1
the open-pit crest
500
750
900
1200
1700

The calculation was fulfilled according to Eq. (6) with

the \veil No. 45
0
250
400
700
1200
~ =1

and tan cp c =0,05.

Observations of the water heads have been conducted \vith using special \Vater pressure
transducers installed in the \Yells and separated by the intervals of S\velling clays. The results of the
observations (Table 4) have revealed an effect of stabilization of the \Vater levels in wells No. 45 and
No. 63 situated far from the open-pit slope, a slow lowering of the water level in the \veil No. 44 (5
tnetres per year) under influence of the approaching of the upper \Vorking floor to the \veil No. 44,
and quick drop of the water pressure (14-24n1 during 2.5 1nonths) in the \-veil No. 62 that is bored
lowennost open-pit bench with the height of 40 tnetres.
Table 4. Pore water pressure in clays
Well
No.

Date

62

26. 8. 91
5.11.91
26. 8. 91
5.11.91
26. 8. 91
5.11.91
30. 9. 90
12. 12. 90
28. 12. 90

44

Depth, 111, of the
pressure gau_ge
110
40
20
86

Water pressure,
111
68. 8
54. 6
22
-0. 8
22
-2
72
65. 8
60. 7
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111

41. 2
55. 2
18
40. 8
+2
22
14

20. 2
25. 3
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26.
28.
26.
28.
28.
28.
26.
28.
26.
28.

45

63

8. 91
12. 91
8. 91
12. 91
8. 91
12. 91
8. 91
12. 91
8. 91

105

78. 2
78. 2

70

53. 5

35

53. 6
I8

26.
26.
17.
17.
17
15.
25
26
25.
25.

19. 1

120

95
94
54. 9
54. 5

80

12. 91

8
8
5
4
9

I

5

Pressure of 1m \Vater colun1n is equal to 1Ok.Pa.

It should be noted, that because of the excavation, the vertical relieving and softening of the

slope area itself takes place, but this process is not follo\ved by the quick swelling of clays because
of the lack of aquifers and because of hot clin1ate that is responsible for the conditions of \Vater
evaporation fron1 the surface of the slope.
Anai)'Sis of the landslide 1987
A stable Not1h part of the \Vorking slope \Vith an average height of 105nl, a length along a
open-pit crest of 1300m and a slope angle of 20°-22°, had been taken out of operation since July
1987. The tnining operation were being continued only on the south half of the \vorking slope. By
Decetnber 1987, the south-east end of this inactive part of the slope was cross-strike cut off son1e
distance deep into the rock n1ass (i. e. 350 n1etres at the upper tloor, 150 n1etres at the +50tn tniddle
floor, and 120 n1etres at the +4-n1 ore floor). At the botton1 of pit, a \Vaste-rock dun1p \vas forn1ed
along the stopped part of the nonoperating slope, the dutnp height being 14 tnetres generally and up
to 31 tnetres at the south boundary of the area under consideration(Fig. 3a). In the night 16. 12. 87
the slope n1oven1ent occuned involving the lower benches frotn +4-nl floor up to +80-n1 floor~ the
n1oving n1asses fell into the \vorked-out space within 5 n1inutes. Then, at the san1e speed, the failure
both of the rocks on the +I OO-n1 floor and overlying rocks occuned. The boundary of the sliding
area corresponds to the boundary of cutting off the inactive slope (Fig. 3b, Fig. 6, schetnatically).
Before landslide, the north part of the slope \Vas in near-litnit stable state until it \Vas cut off at the
south-\vest end. By that titne, due to discussed above effect of the horizontal unloading, a set of
weak horizontal contact planes in swelling clays was fanned as a result of lateral rock relieving with
cohesion equal to zero and sn1all (0.05) coefficient of friction. The propagation of the softening
zones extended over t\vo kilon1eters frotn the slope. The lateral thrust coefficient within the slope
\Vas about zero (at least, less than 0.2 y ), because the one-ditnensional con1pression strength of clays
[a J=2c tan( rr /4+ <p /2)=550kPa

(15)

sotnewhat exceeded the average effective stress cr 3 '"1
(16)

h

a =( f a dz)/h=( y- yo )h/2+ oy o =520kPa
1

1

3 \'
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\vithin the resistance prisn1 (slope section 1, sec Table I, h=?On1, 8 =20m, where 8 is the
vvater level).

Fig. 6. Cutting - otT the northern part of the slope.

The situation began to change \Vith cutting off the \vorking part of the slope frorn its
inoperative part. Firstly, the rigidity of constraint of the south end of inactive section of the slope
becan1e progressively lower up to vanishing to zero at the floors near the ore zone. Secondly, forces
of lateral thrust cry=~ Y cr /. \vcre released, \vhich contributed to the appearance of shearing forces
acting nonnally to the cut-otT end of the inactive section of the slope. /\long the vertical surfaces
directed in accordance \-vith the slope extend, the slope body \vas cut otf fron1 the adjacent mass as
soon as the shearing force exceeded the cohesion of clays. An argun1ent in favor of such a
developn1ent of rock n1ovetnent process is the fact established by Javorsky [8] that at the t1oors of
the cut-off end of the north inactive section a set of vertical fissures appeared in accordance \Vith the
slope extent just before the landslide. Prelitninary stage of the failure of the slope ended vvith the
bending of the rock mass \Vi thin the resistance prisn1 (section I, see Table I) which began translatory
n1oving to\vard the rock \Vaste dun1p. Adjacent section 2, i. e. the prisn1 of active pressure, having
lost the residual lateral thrust due to the tnoving of the lower section I, vvent over into the state of
uniaxial cmnpression under its own ·weight, cr x=O. With the coefficient of lateral thrust equal to
zero, the rock mass \Vithin the active pressure prisn1 began to fail since at the height beyond 801OOn1 the average effective stress cr za\'' exceeded the co1npression strength [ cr] of the rock n1ass. At
first, the fully (frmn the botton1 to the upper floors) cut-off section 2 (Table 1) and, then, the partially
cut-off sections 3, 4, and 5, in succession, went to failure, becotning loose debris tnass without
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cohesion, and \Vith a high values of cotnpressibility, and with a high coefficient of lateral pressure
~r=0.6 at <p=l5° according to (11).
As the lateral thrust did not exceed 0.1-0.2 of the \veight load of rock before failure and the
lateral thrust subjected to the resistance pristn increased up to 0.4-0.5 of the \Veight of rock after
failure, the further n1oven1ent both of the resistance prisn1 and of failed prisn1 of active pressure into
the n1ined-out space tended to dynatnic phen01nena like rock burst. As shown in Table 1,
discontinuity of rock mass deforn1ations corresponds to discrete character of cutting otT the end of
the failed slope (Figures 3 and 6). Section No. 2 (Table I) \vas cut off fron1 its botton1 at the +75-tn
horizon while section No. 3 was cut off only above +63-tn horizon, and section No. 4 above +88-111
horizon. Thus, if the height the section No. 2 is 85tn above the + l.S-111 sliding surface the upper part
with the thickness of 35tn is to be \veakened through undercut, \vhile \vithin the section No. 3 that
has the height of 90 n1etres the 30-tnetres thick n1ass is \veakened~ and within the sections No. 4 and
No. 5, both of these 100 tnetres, the tnass of thickness 25 tnetres is \Veakened. It is interesting to
evaluate Young's n1odules of the failed rock n1ass. Using the Hook's equation in the forn1
( 17)
one tnay obtain the following values: E2 =140kPa, E3 = 180kPa, E~ =240kPa, E:' =60kPa. Here
d 0 \'.i
is the residual lateral thrust, d a -\j=0.3 y (hi -hi-l ), "i" is the nun1ber of the section under
.
consideration, L is the length, dL is the length increment of the section after failure.
Dynatnics of the slope rupture \vas connected vvith brittle (in the sense discussed above) failure
of the stiff clays, followed by occurrence of the surplus horizontal force fs \Vhich n1agnitude per unit
length of the slope is equal to:
( 18)

\vhere ~ s is the coefficient of surplus lateral thrust, and h is the height of the section.
According to this approxin1ate equation, the force F5. 1 =20MN!tn arising in the n1on1cnt of failure of
the section No. 2 caused the resistance prisn1 (its n1ass is 6SOt/n1) to tnove a distance of lSOn1 \Vith
acceleration 0.3g=3n1/s 2 \vitl1in 10 seconds (calculation is pcrfonned using the second la\V of
Newton). The section No. 2 \vas tnoving for 11 seconds in the satne n1anner traveling the distance of
120m \Vith an acceleration a=2.25tn/s 2 (unit force Fs. 2 =65MN!Jn, unit tnass tn=3000t/nl). The
section No. 3 was tnoving under the action of the unit force Fs 3 =6SMN/n1 (displace1nent d=60n1,
unit n1ass tn=5000t/m, and the titne of n1otion t=9.5s). The section No. 4 \Vas tnoving during 7
seconds (d=25n1, tn=6000t/nl, Fs.4 =6SMN/n1), and the section No. 5 \Vas n1oving during 7 seconds
as \veil( d= 1On1, tn=7000tltn, Fs,s =65 MN/n1 ). These calculations pertain to the central cross-section
of the sliding slope, where the braking effect of the "constraints" sho,vs itself only slightly. The
defonnations of the cut-off south end of the slope n1ight be likened to bending strain of a cantilever
beatn at the first stage of the n1oven1ent~ and later on, after the n1oving n1ass had n1et the rock-\vaste
dun1p placed here. the displace1nents n1ight be represented as bending of a bcan1 w·ith constrained
ends. The validity of this assutnption is supported by calculation of the bending paran1eters of the
sliding sections (Table 5) with using the equation:
dymn:-: =q1 4 /384El
(19)
\vhere dYmax is the 1naxin1un1 displacen1ent of the section, q is the excessive unit force q=F s , El
is the bending rigidity of the bean1, I is the length of the section.
Table 5. Paratneters of sliding sections (E= 1MPa)
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Section
, No.
1

Height
,n1

Width
,111

l : 111 4
X I crx

111

-,..

))

160

0.2

30

2

100
105
105
105

120
90
50
40

2

3
4
5

Calculated
q, MN/n1

values
I, 111

.) L

9

60
..,s
15

20
65
65

20

10

32
16

600
500
500
650
1000

..,

L)

dylll<l\:,

lJnlike the calculation of displacetnents caused by dynan1ic factors \vhile crushing clays, one
should not take into account the \Vhole distance of tnovement to calculate the bending defonnations,
but only the part of the n1overnent path\vay that is due to slov.,ring do\vn the n1ass tnoven1ent on
account of the resistance of the constrained beatn ends. This part of the n1ovetnent patlnvay is a
difference bet\veen the displacen1ent of the rock section in question and the displacen1ent of the next
rock section, because the bending strain is responsible for difference in displacetnent rather than for
total displacetnent (Table 5, dymax ). A con1parison bet\veen actual and calculated values "dy" along
the sliding slope is tabulated in Table 6.
Table 6. Cotnparison bet\veen actual and calculated bending defonnations
Distance, x, 111,
frotn the southern end

x=xn /l

120

0.15

""'~')Q
.)_

0.4

620
780

0.78
0.95

Relative
displacctnent, dy/dvmax
calculated
actual
0.24
0.23
0.92
0.54
0.49
0.77
0
0

As is seen ti-otn Table 6, the actual function of displacen1ents is asyn11netric and quite different
frmn the calculated function, and this fact is not unexpected one, because, in reality, the southern
end of the sliding slope \vas not rigidly constrained, but tnoved son1e distance as a free end of a
cantilever bean1 (about first 20 tnetres of its displacetnent), and then, setting against the rock-\vaste
dutnp, this end had a possibility to turn like a hinge, \Vhile the northern end of the slope, being a
smooth transition region between the vvorking slope and the intact rock n1ass, \vas tnore rigidly
constrained.

CONCLlJSIONS

The fact that landslides along the weak planes are far fron1 standard: \Vas pointed out by 1nany
experienced specialists in geotcchnics, a1nong which are our Professor Maslov N. N. , fan1ous A.
Sketnpton, Nonveyan, S\vedish, and Canadian researchers. N. N. Maslov \Vrote as early as in the
forties, that landslide n1otion along a cylindrical surface rarely occurs in nature, and supposed an
original method of horizontal forces to improve existing calculation tnethods. A. Sken1pton
explained appearance of landslides of stiff ovcrconsolidated London clays by their partly softening
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follo\ved by quick rebound. Landslides descriptions in English and Canadian Journals, studies in
Nonvay and S\vedcn in the 50s, and in Canada in the S0-90s, lead close to the thought about a
decisive role of the lateral thrust in fanning weak contacts at the base of slopes cmnposed by clayey
rocks. The landslide in open-pit No. 3 considered above, large in a1nount (about 3-5 Millions tn:; ),
and unique in the failure pattern, was a n1atter for scientific inquiry and enabled one to obtain a great
body of infonnation about behaviour of clays in conditions of the intensive technogenic loading. The
author does not pretend to cotnprehensive analysis of this very interesting problen1, but only tried to
touch on some tnain aspects (displacetnent, s\velling, rupture), in order to construct a logically
conect picture, and n1adc an etnphasis on the leading factors of controlling the processes of the
clayey rock n1ass deformations. Analysis of the data collected in the period of the research \vork by
VNTMl at the open-pit No. 3, sho\ved that the authorts hypothesis about fon11ation of tcchnogenic
\veak contacts explains the causes of the slope rupture in 1987 and allov..rs to predict the behaviour of
the rock tnass over the period of further tnining operations.
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